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ABSTRACT
Advances in the fields of natural language processing, machine
learning and speech recognition have led to the increasing adoption
of conversational agents in a variety of domains. However, the use
of conversational agents as a childcare assistant for parents of young
children has not been realized. We propose the use of conversational
agents into children’s programs to produce an interactive show,
which can be employed as conversational companion for children,
and a childcare assistant for parents of young children who have
limited access to childcare options. Key features of the interactive
show include understanding, responsiveness and maintaining an
uninterrupted conversation flow. We argue that having a truly
interactive show can engage children for a longer period of time
without being distracted, which can give parents some time to
attend to their needs in the absence of help.
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INTRODUCTION

Young children use screen media for two hours on average everyday
[7, 18], giving the parents some time to attend to their house chores
or work related tasks. Many animated programs and cartoons such
as Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (Disney+), Word Party (Netflix) and
Dora the Explorer (Nickelodeon) are designed to interact with children, with the characters asking questions from them as they go
along. These shows are designed to provide entertainment as well as
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education to children by incorporating various concepts and ideas
that the cartoon characters convey during the course of the show,
and engage children by having them answer questions. Some of the
characters say the correct answers when a brief period elapses after
asking the question from the children, giving children a reassuring
feeling about their replies. Few others (such as Dora the Explorer)
do not sync well with children’s responses, making the children
feel interrupted or mistaken [4]. This feeling sometimes leads to
frustration on the children’s part for not being acknowledged for
their knowledge. Children also feel that the character is unable to
listen to them, making them yell louder. Other times, they feel like
the character’s replies make no sense. The character’s inability to
provide flexible time gaps for garnering child’s response and the
lack of scaffolding mechanisms to drive the conversation along
the context [18] creates a desire among children to have an interactive show in which they can really talk to the character, and
the character can understand what they are saying instead of just
listening.
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BACKGROUND

Almost 30 million American homes have been reported to have
a smart speaker with a Conversational Agent (CA) such as such
as the Echo, Google Assistant, Siri and Amazon Alexa [4]. Children have been found to increasingly interact with conversational
agents, making them a good learning partner for young children
[17–21]. Advances in natural language processing have enabled
conversational agents to hold dialogues with children such as asking questions according to the developmental level of the child
[17]. An animated PBS KIDS science show named “Elinor Wonders
Why” planned to debut in September 2020 leverages intelligent CA
to enable verbal interactions between children and an on-screen
character [18]. Another study explored the child-agent verbal interaction by developing a story-telling CA for engaging children
in book reading activities [19]. However, the use of conversational
agents integrated into a show which can act as a childcare assistant
for parents has not been realized.
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METHOD

The researchers, two of which have young children, encapsulated
the desired features of an interactive show as being understanding,
responsive, and maintaining an uninterrupted conversational flow
in an ideation session. These characteristics would distinguish it
from the conventional conversational shows for children by creating a symmetry in the conversation. These features combined
with the problem domain of a child feeling misunderstood with
current child-focused programs allowed us to have an extended
brainstorming session to make real our design thinking [8]. Since

we envisioned to make use of the interactive show as a childcare
assistant, engagement and reduced distractions were our primary
point of concern. We believe that minimizing distractions would
ensure greater engagement, giving parents some hands-free time
to attend to their work.

3.1

Conversational Goals

Some of the goals of using CA to provide interactivity include:
(1) Understanding or giving the impression of being understood.
(2) Recognizing the verbal and emotional cues to provide relevant response.
(3) Maintaining an uninterrupted conversational flow by picking
up the voice cues.
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THE INTERACTIVE SHOW

We present our proposition for an interactive show for children
between 2-5 years of age, as children in this age range tend to
naturally interact with agents [6]. Our approach is similar to one
used for Netflix interactive shows [2, 14, 16], except that instead of
a remote control, here the child would use their voice to control the
output as "kids in general don’t hesitate to talk to the screen" [16].

4.1

Understanding

Since the developmental milestones for children in this age range
vary largely [15], the CA needs to have a preset of age appropriate
answers for the targeted audience to feel understood. In case the
child digresses and talk about random things according to their
mood, or for testing the system, the CA needs to respond in a way
which makes the children feel that it is keeping up with them [4].
In this case, the CA can listen to whatever the child is saying, and
answers with a relevant default answer like “Can you say that
again, I seemed to have missed it” or “That’s nice, can you tell me
more?”. The first default response gives the child a sense of the CA
owning their inability of getting what they said (instead of vice
versa), whereas the second default response gives them a reassuring
feeling of being heard, both fallback mechanisms [19] embodying
the goal 1 for an interactive show. For younger children who cannot
speak coherently, a reassuring reply to their "gibberish" can also
do the trick. That way, the child can still feel like the system is
listening to them, without feeling misunderstood [4]. Overtime, the
CA could learn from the gibberish to provide personalized learning.

4.2

Responsive

For a show to be truly interactive, we believe that it should go
beyond the conventional shows asking context-specific questions,
and expecting predetermined answers. For a true interactive element, the questions and replies also need to be two-dimensional:
incorporating the elements of interactive story-telling [19] in existing shows with a CA. A real talking and interactive show would
listen to a child speak to their hearts content, and give relevant
comprehensible replies. With advancements in recognition of emotions and affects through voice [11], the proposed show can also
recognize a child’s verbal and emotional cues and react appropriately to meet goal 2 [1, 3, 13]. In event of complex queries such
as “Which Mousekatool should we use now?", the CA could limit

the responses to two to four choices, running the response by the
child through all the choices to see if it matches any to respond by
combining fallback intent with scaffolding mechanism [18].

4.3

Flow

Maintaining a uninterrupted conversational flow by picking up the
voice cues (i.e. start and end of a conversation), and shaping the
conversation flow to the children’s behavior and attention level
is the key to avoid scattered conversational session with children,
which can result in reduced engagement of the child. Scaffolding
by providing accessible questions have also been known to avoid
breakdowns in communication [19]. Some of the noted prompts
include tone and pitch of the child’s voice, emotional state or level
of attention (or the lack thereof). Character portraying the CA
visually can make appropriate pauses to hear the child’s response,
and appreciate or politely correct them depending them on their
answers to successfully meet goal 3. Specific feedback provided in
such way can engage children seamlessly, as has been suggested in
similar studies [19].
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

The interactive show can simultaneously act as a conversational
companion for children and childcare assistant for parents of young
children, who have little or no help while they perform house chores
or work from home, especially in situations like the recent outbreak
of the COVID-19 disease. The fact that the show is conversational
can help in addressing concerns about screens inducing slow language development and speech delay in children [9]. Integration of
CA in a children’s show does not need a technological leap to be
implemented, since solutions like Alexa and Google Home already
are popular among children [5, 10, 12].
The solution has scalability considerations in terms of content to
be presented to the children, as it has to stick to a limited number
of options to avoid confusion. The content also needs to be adapted
exclusively for children out of the target age range. Furthermore,
privacy and trustworthiness are primary concerns when dealing
with the broader implication of technology. Specifically, parents
should feel comfortable letting their children interacting with the
show without fear of data being collected of about their child(ren).
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CONCLUSION

We present a proposition for an interactive show which utilizes CAs
to act as a childcare assistant for parents by engaging their children.
Future research in this area can look into the type of activities
and content that can be presented to children in this age group
according to their attention span, physical and mental (dis)abilities
and parent preferences with different levels of active supervision.
Strategies can be developed for responding to multiple children who
are interacting with the show by prioritizing each child’s responses.
Specific concerns for CAs as childcare assistants for differentlyabled children is also a notable future research prospect.
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